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Focalisation and Classical Realisability∗
Guillaume Munch-Maccagnoni†
Abstract We develop a polarised variant of Curien and
Herbelin’s λ¯µµ˜ calculus suitable for sequent calculi that
admit a focalising cut elimination (i.e. whose proofs are
focalised when cut-free), such as Girard’s classical logic LC
or linear logic. This gives a setting in which Krivine’s clas-
sical realisability extends naturally (in particular to call-
by-value), with a presentation in terms of orthogonality.
We give examples of applications to the theory of program-
ming languages.
In this version extended with appendices, we in partic-
ular give the two-sided formulation of classical logic with
the involutive classical negation. We also show that there
is, in classical realisability, a notion of internal complete-
ness similar to the one of Ludics.
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1. Introduction
When Curien and Herbelin unveil in [CH00] the compu-
tational structure of the sequent calculus, they exhibit a
model of computation with a simple interaction between
code v and environment e inside commands c = 〈v || e〉 that
recalls abstract machines. This is called the λ¯µµ˜ calcu-
lus but, following Herbelin [Her08], we will call it system
L, as a reference to the tradition of giving sequent calculi
names that begin with this letter.
When the proofs from sequent calculus are represented
this way, the symmetry of the logic is reflected in the fact
that it is the same syntax that describes code (v) and en-
vironment (e). In particular, each half of the command
can bind the other half with the syntax µx .c′ (where µ
is a binder, and the variable x is bound in the command
c′ – we in fact merge in a single letter Curien-Herbelin’s
µ and µ˜). This leads to computational ambiguities of the
following form:
c

µy.c′

x
 ?← 
µx .c µy.c′ ?→ c′ µx .cy
In the special case of classical logic, x and y can both be
fresh in c and c′. The above can therefore lead to the
identification of c and c′ without any further assumption
(Lafont’s critical pair).
If the goal is to find a computational interpretation of
classical sequent calculus, then such ambiguities have to
be lifted. Curien and Herbelin [CH00] have achieved an
important step in this direction when they have shown
that solving the critical pair in favour of the left reduc-
tion above yields a computation that corresponds to usual
call-by-value (CBV), while the converse choice yields one
that corresponds to call-by-name (CBN).
Focalisation Here we tackle this problem from the point
of view of focalisation [And92, Gir91]. In the realm of
logic programming, Andreoli’s focalisation [And92] di-
vides the binary connectives of linear logic (LL) among
two groups we shall call the positives and the negatives.
The distinction is motivated by the fact that they can be
subject to different assumptions during proof-search. Not
long after Andreoli’s work, Girard [Gir91] considered fo-
calisation as a way to determinise classical sequent calcu-
lus with the classical logic LC, which gives an operational
status to these polarities. In the first part of the paper
(Section 2) we give a syntax for LC and LL derived from
Curien-Herbelin’s calculus, the focalising system L (Lfoc).
Despite the age of LC and the proximity of this logic with
programming languages, it is the first time that such a
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term language is presented, thus answering a question
from Girard [Gir91] (see comparison with other works).
The positives are the tensor ⊗, whose (right-
)introduction rule we represent with a pair (·, ·), and the
plus⊕, whose (right-)introduction rules we represent with
the two injections ı1(·) and ı2(·). A formula whose main
connective is positive is decomposed hereditarily until an
atom or a negative connective is reached. This means that
Andreoli’s proof-search recipe builds (normal) terms that
belong to the following category of values:
V ::= x | t− | (V, V ) | ı1(V ) | ı2(V )
where x is a positive variable and the term t− represents
the proof of a negative.
The negatives are the par
&
and the with &. Their prop-
erty is that they are invertible, that is they can be decom-
posed as early as possible during proof-search, a prop-
erty better reflected with pattern-matching. Keeping such
pattern-matching as little bureaucratic as possible, we rep-
resent the (right-)introductions of
&
and & respectively
with the binders µ(x , y).c and µ
 
ı1 (x) .c
 ı2  y .c′.
The above formulation with values justifies that we see
⊗ and ⊕ as the connectives for the strict pair and the strict
sum (the basic datatypes of ML), as much as the invert-
ibility gives
&
and & a lazy computational behaviour. Fo-
calisation therefore gives classical sequent calculus a crisp
computational interpretation that goes past the dichotomy
between CBV and CBN that prevails in the works on the
duality of computation [CH00, Wad03]: lazy and strict no
longer qualify strategies of evaluation, but connectives of
the logic instead, and CBV and CBN become mixed in the
same system.
Credit should be given to the authors who first stated
the link between focalisation and the values that under-
pins our syntax. This was not immediate as Girard’s for-
mulation of LC uses the stoup, a restrained formula in the
sequents. Because the relation was “in the air” before be-
ing properly written down, it is hard to go back at the roots
of the discovery, but we should mention that the work of
Curien and Herbelin [CH00] had an early occurrence of
values explicitly defined as terms in the stoup, though they
were not in the above recursive form. The link was later
stated more precisely in the works of Dyckhoff-Lengrand
[DL06] and Zeilberger [Zei08].
(As far as classical logic is concerned, we shall in fact
present a variant of LC that we call LKpol and that, like
LL, has the four binary connectives ⊗, &, &,⊕. One finds
LC back by using the encodings of ∨ and ∧ found in the
original article [Gir91].)
Realisability In the second part of the paper (Section 3)
we extend Krivine’s classical realisability for CBN λ cal-
culus [Kri04] to our setting. In realisability we define
for each formula A what it does mean for a term of our
language to behave according to (or to realise) A – when
formulae are seen as specifications for programs. The def-
inition involves orthogonality between terms and is free
from any reference to LKpol or LL. But the main result
(adequacy) states that a term of type A also realises A. It
therefore provides a justification of the rules of logic.
The commands of L remind the computer scientist of
the interaction of a program with data which is found in
the theory of automata. We can therefore make a helpful
analogy with finite automata in order to introduce classi-
cal realisability.
The analogy replaces the terms of L by words and the
states of some NFA A = (S,Σ, R, s0, SF ). Let us write〈ω || s〉 to symbolise the interaction of a word ω ∈ Σ∗ with
A in some state s ∈ S. One writes 〈a.ω || s〉 → 
ω  s′
when (s, a, s′) ∈ R is a transition of the automaton. Or-
thogonality between words of Σ∗ and states of S is defined
by taking a set of elements of the form 〈ω || s〉 called an ob-
servation ‚. This observation has to be saturated, that is
to say that if 〈ω || s〉 → 
ω′  s′ ∈ ‚, then 〈ω || s〉 ∈ ‚.
One writes ω‚s when 〈ω || s〉 ∈‚.
For a given observation ‚, one then defines L⊥ =
{s ∈ S |∀ω ∈ L,ω‚s} for all L ⊆ Σ∗ and S⊥ =
{ω ∈ Σ∗ |∀s ∈ S,ω‚s} for all S ⊆ S. Sets of the form
L⊥ or S⊥ are not ordinary, with the S⊥ being regular lan-
guages. Moreover, if one takes ‚ to be the smallest ob-
servation for which one has "‚sF for all sF ∈ SF , then{s0}⊥ is the language recognised by A. In addition, the
co-linearity of s and s′, that is to say {s}⊥ = {s′}⊥, corre-
sponds to the Nerode equivalence of states s and s′. The
equivalence class of s is therefore given by {s}⊥⊥.
With orthogonality, it is therefore possible to express
concisely the main axes of the theory.1 The intuitions
given by orthogonality remain valid with classical realis-
ability, but now we have a much more expressive model
of computation that extends λ calculus. Formulae of the
logic replace regular expressions, and the sets of terms
that realise some formula replace regular languages.
Applications In the third part of the paper (Section 4)
come applications. We first show that this method allows
us to easily prove properties of normalisation, type safety
or parametricity.
Lfoc can be compared to λ calculus when it comes to
the study of programming: in particular, the notion of
evaluation order is better treated. In support of this argu-
ment, we show that classical realisability is discriminating
enough to show a clear distinction and relation between
the universal quantification coming from proof theory and
polymorphism à la ML obtained through value restriction
(Section 4, “the two quantifications”). This issue is indeed
related to the order of evaluation imposed by quantifica-
tions.
We of course do not claim that second order classi-
cal propositional calculus is as such a satisfactory model
of computation with respect to the current programming
practice. But, as we show, classical realisability accepts in
a modular way extensions of the language.
Comparison with Other Works
Danos-Joinet-Schellinx’s LKηpol The paper [DJS95] al-
ready considered the four connectives ⊗, &, &,⊕ at the
1See Terui’s [Ter08] for an earlier appearance of notions of automata
theory in an orthogonal setting derived from Ludics.
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same time in a derivative of LC called LKηpol (which was
no more a syntax than LC), but we provide an additional
justification for this choice: it is the division of the connec-
tives between strict and lazy that justifies the number of
connectives. Also, we chose to get rid of the “η-restriction”
of LKηpol, hence our choice of the name LKpol.
The “duality of computation” The works of Curien-
Herbelin and Wadler [CH00, Wad03] present a “duality of
computation” that appears as the result of a necessary ar-
bitrary choice between CBN and CBV. Laurent established
the link with polarities [Lau02], but the duality remained
formulated as a dichotomy. On the contrary, Lfoc is a syn-
tax where eager and lazy coexist (as was the case in the
non-written two-sided version of LC mentioned by Girard
in [Gir91]). The duality of computation is therefore for-
mulated the level of the connectives, as the symmetry be-
tween code and environment. This duality is now distinct
from the one between positives and negatives.
Comparison with LLP as a candidate syntax for LC The
question of giving a representation of LC’s proofs, asked
by Girard in [Gir91], is ancient. Laurent gave LLP’s po-
larised proof nets as an answer [Lau02]; but it should
be said LC’s proofs (or equivalently LKpol’s) are not rep-
resented directly in proof nets but through a translation
into LLP that introduces modalities. This representation
overshadows the notions of evaluation order and values
that underlie LC and LKpol, notions that are important in
classical logic as underlined in the syntax we propose.
Ludics We borrow some terminology from Girard’s Lu-
dics [Gir01], as well as the the idea of reconstructing
types from behaviours. We do not claim however our work
should be seen as an alternative version of Ludics, mainly
because a syntax based on binders like ours does not offer
a proper treatment for the notion of “location” which is
prominent in this work.
In addition, we mention the related works of Zeilberger
and Terui, from which the present work, which dates
back to [MM08], is independent (except for the more re-
cent Section 4, “The Two Quantifications”, where credit is
given). Both Zeilberger [Zei08] and Terui [Ter08] pro-
posed focalised calculi inspired by Girard’s Ludics [Gir01].
This prompts a comparison with our proposal.
We share with Zeilberger’s Calculus of Unity the com-
putational interpretation of the polarities in a calculus
that mixes CBV and CBN. Yet Zeilberger’s syntax, being
of higher order, is not a syntax in the conventional and
finitary sense of the word.
Terui’s Computational Ludics [Ter08] tries to remain
closer to Ludics although it does not feature “locations”;
and the emphasis is more on the study of complexity. Com-
putational Ludics is fully linear, unlike our setting which
can be classical or feature exponentials.
The incentive we have for insisting on using variables
and binders, unlike Ludics and like Terui, is that it allows
us to remain conventional. For the same reason we chose
here to avoid formal pattern-matching and synthetic con-
nectives, unlike Zeilberger and Terui, and we claim to get
a syntax that is closer to the tradition of term syntaxes for
logic. (Curien and the author’s [CMM10] defines however
a variant of our syntax that treats patterns as first-class cit-
izens.)
2. Focalising System L
Here we define the syntax and the reduction rules of Lfoc.
Syntax Positive and negative variables are respectively
written x , y, z . . . and α,β ,γ . . . One defines the sets T+
and T− of the positive and negative terms t+ and t−, as
well as the set C of commands c:
κ ::= α | x
t ::= t+ | t−
t+ ::= x |µα.c
| (t, t) | ıi(t) (for i ∈ {1,2}) (⊗,⊕i)
|µ¸ (κ).c | {t} (!,∃)
t− ::= α |µx .c
|µ(κ,κ).c |µ ı1 (κ) .c  ı2 (κ) .c ( &,&)
| ¸ (t) |µ{κ}.c (?,∀)
c ::=


t+
 t− | 
t−  t+
with µ(κ,κ′).c undefined when κ = κ′. Variables that
come before a dot in the syntax are bound by the binder
µ, and terms and commands are always taken modulo α-
equivalence.
FV (·) denotes the set of the free variables of its argu-
ment. T 0+ , T 0− , C0 are the sets of the closed terms and com-
mands. In the command


t
 t ′, t is called the counter-
term of t ′ and t ′ the counter-term of t.
Formulae Positive atoms are written X , Y . Formulae A, B,
positive formulae P,Q and negative formulae N , M are
given by:
A ::= P | N
P ::= X | A⊗ A | A⊕ A | !A | ∃X A
N ::= X⊥ | A &A | A& A | ?A | ∀X A
(exponentials are given but will only be used for LL). The
polarity of a formula is therefore the polarity of its main
connective; but it should be noted that it does not intro-
duce constraints of polarity on the logical systems we in-
troduce: our syntax is only polarised at the level of the
dynamics, with shifts of polarities left implicit.
One-sided sequents The literature admits two traditions
on sequents: Gentzen’s two-sided sequents (Γ ` ∆) and
Girard’s one-sided sequents (` Γ). An advantage of the
latter is that there is half less rules. The syntax admits
both writings and it might be helpful to clarify the link
between the two.
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Gentzen’s tradition makes a distinction between being
on the right of the sequent (〈t|) and being on the left of the
sequent (|t〉). In 〈t ||u〉, we shall call 〈t| the code and |u〉
the environment as a legacy of the λ¯µµ˜ calculus [CH00]
or of Krivine’s weak head reduction machine [Kri04]. (For
instance,


ı1(t)
 shall represent the first injection of a strict
sum applied to t, while
ı1(t) shall represent the first pro-
jection applied to the lazy pair given by the counter-term.)
Girard’s tradition, with all the formulae on the right,
does not make the distinction between 〈t| and |t〉. As a
consequence the syntax has to be quotiented with a new
α-equivalence, 〈t ||u〉 ≡ 〈u || t〉. As this paper is in Girard’s
tradition, this α-equivalence will hold. Reasoning as such
modulo the left-right symmetry blurs the interpretation in
terms of abstract machines, but this simplifies the presen-
tation. But a presentation of the present system with two-
sided sequents is available in the Appendix A.
Duality Girard’s one-sided tradition requires that we re-
place the connective of negation ¬ by a morphism ·⊥ on
formulae. (Appendix A shows it is of course possible to
have this negation in the syntax, and it clearly appears
that this negation which changes the polarity is different
from the ones that appear in works where there is a choice
between CBV and CBN, such as Wadler’s Dual Calculus
[Wad03].) To each positive formula P (respectively each
negative formula N) corresponds a negative dual formula
P⊥ (resp. positive N⊥) given by:
(X )⊥ def= X⊥ (X⊥)⊥ def= X
(A⊗ B)⊥ def= A⊥ &B⊥ (A &B)⊥ def= A⊥ ⊗ B⊥
(A⊕ B)⊥ def= A⊥ & B⊥ (A& B)⊥ def= A⊥ ⊕ B⊥
(∃X A)⊥ def= ∀X A⊥ (∀X A)⊥ def= ∃X A⊥
(!A)⊥ def= ?A⊥ (?A)⊥ def= !(A⊥)
One therefore has by definition A⊥⊥ = A for each formula
A.
Contexts, judgements Γ,∆ . . . denote contexts: sets of
elements of the form x : N or α : P. The sequents of Lfoc
are judgements of the form:
c : (` Γ) ` t+ : P | Γ ` t− : N | Γ
In ` t+ : P | Γ (resp. ` t− : N | Γ), formula P (resp.
N) is said to be principal. This should not to be confused
with the notion of stoup, since the latter requires addi-
tional constraints of linearity.
Substitution For each formulae A, P and each atom X
one defines the formula A[P/X ]; the important cases are
X [P/X ] = P and X⊥ [P/X ] = P⊥.
Systems Rules for typing Lfoc in one-sided MALL, LKpol
and LL are given Fig. 1, 2 and 3.
Focalising Weak Head Reduction
We now move on to defining the cut-elimination protocol
based on focalisation.
Values Values and positive values are defined as follows:
V ::= V+ | t− V+ ::= x | (V, V ) | ıi(V ) |µ¸ (κ).c | {V}
(It therefore holds, by convention, that any negative term
is a value.)
The set of values is written V.
Head Reduction Execution on the calculus is defined as
a relation of head-reduction on C.
µ-reduction:

µα.c
 t−→µ− c[t−/α] 
µx .c V+→µ+ c[V+/x]
β-reduction: 

(V, V ′)
µ(κ,κ′).c→β c[V, V ′/κ,κ′] (⊗/ &)¬
ıi(V )
µ ı1  κ1 .c1  ı2  κ2 .c2¶→β ci Vκi (⊕i/&)
{V} µ{κ}.c→β c [V/κ] (∃/∀)

µ¸ (κ).c
 ¸ (V )→β c [V/κ] (!/?)
(In case the polarities of the V ’s and of the κ’s do not
match each other, the relation→β is not defined.)
ς-reduction2. In case the above rules cannot reduce a com-
mand, the following reductions make new cuts appear:
if t 6∈ V or t ′ 6∈ V then:

(t, t ′)
u−→ς ¬t µκ.¬t ′ µκ′.
(κ,κ′) u−¶¶
if t 6∈ V then:

ıi(t)
u−→ς ¬t µx .
ıi(x) u−¶
{t} u−→ς ¬t µx .
{x} u−¶
¸ (t) V+→ς ¬t µx .
¸ (x) V+¶
Head reduction:
→ def= →µ− ∪→µ+ ∪→β ∪→ς
Church-Rosser By definition,→ has no critical pair. This
implies the Church-Rosser property when → is extended
to sub-commands. (We have in fact an Orthogonal Pattern
Rewrite System, which implies confluence [Nip91].)
Subject reduction Focalising system L enjoys subject re-
duction in both LKpol and LL. (Proof is routine since each
connective has a constructor.)
Example We give the example of the implication, writing
v the code and e the environment as in Curien-Herbelin’s
2Terminology borrowed from Wadler [Wad03]. Forbidding non invert-
ible constructors ⊗,⊕,∃, ? to contain non-values similarly to [Gir91]
would be an alternative to the→ς reduction, which is therefore avail-
able as a convenience. Notice one of course has to arbitrarily decide
the evaluation order of the strict pair (·, ·).
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MALL
Identity
(ax+)` x : P | x : P⊥ (ax−)` α : N | α : N⊥
c : (`κ : A,Γ)
(µ)`µκ.c : A | Γ
` t : A | Γ ` u : A⊥ |∆
(cut)〈t ||u〉 : ( `Γ,∆)
Logic
` t : A | Γ ` u : B |∆
(⊗)` (t, u) : A⊗ B | Γ,∆
c : ( `κ : A,κ′ : B,Γ)
(
&
)`µ(κ,κ′).c : A &B | Γ
c : ( `κ : A,Γ) c′ : (`κ′ : B,Γ)
(&)`µ ı1 (κ) .c  ı2  κ′ .c′ : A& B | Γ ` t : A | Γ (⊕i)` ıi(t) : A1 ⊕ A2 | Γ
` t : A[P/X ] | Γ
(∃)` {t} : ∃X A | Γ
c : (`κ : A,Γ)
(∀) (X 6∈ FV (Γ))`µ{κ}.c : ∀X A | Γ
Figure 1: The multiplicative additive linear logic MALL.
LKpol: MALL + the following structural group:
c : (`Γ)
(w)
c : (`κ : A,Γ)
c : (`κ : A,κ′ : A,Γ)
(c)
c[κ/κ′] : (`κ : A,Γ)
Figure 2: The constructive classical logic LKpol.
LL: MALL + the following structural group:
` t : A | Γ
(?d)` ¸ (t) : ?A | Γ
c : (`κ : A, ?Γ)
(!)`µ¸ (κ).c : !A | ?Γ
c : (`Γ)
(?w)
c : (` x : ?A,Γ)
c : (`x : ?A, y : ?A,Γ)
(?c)
c[x/y] : (`x : ?A,Γ)
Figure 3: The linear logic LL.
[CH00]. Take:
A→ B def= A⊥ &B λκ.v def= µ(κ,κ′).
v κ′ (κ′ 6∈FV(v))
v · e def= (v, e) v v′ def= µκ.
v  v′ ·κ (κ 6∈FV(v,v′))
One has the following derivations:
` v : B | κ : A⊥,Γ
(abs)`λκ.v : A→ B | Γ
` v : A→ B | Γ ` v′ : A |∆
(app)` v v′ : B | Γ,∆
We study two particular cases for A→ B:
Case A, B negative. This corresponds to CBN. One has, for
a positive value E:

v v′
 E→ 
v  v′ · E

λα.v
 v′ · E→ 
v v′α  E
These are the rules of reduction of a Krivine machine
in weak head reduction (as in Krivine’s [Kri04]), whose
stacks are values; or again the rules of the λ¯µµ˜ calculus in
CBN [CH00].
Case A, B positive. One would expect this to correspond to
CBV, and indeed one has:

v v′
 e→ 
v  v′ · e


λx .v
 v′ · e→′3 
v′ µx .〈v || e〉
(where→′ is the contextual closure of→). Together with

V
µx .c→ c [V/x], this looks like the rules of the CBV
λ¯µµ˜ calculus. However, this does not correspond to a CBV
calculus such as Curien-Herbelin’s, since the type of → is
negative and therefore anything of type P →Q is in V.
Appendix E goes back on the case of implication in a
more accurate two-sided setting.
3. Realisability
This section defines a tool for the study of untyped Lfoc
based on Krivine’s classical realisability for CBN λ calculus
[Kri04]. We first define a notion of orthogonality between
closed terms.
Definition 1. A subset‚ of C0 is saturated whenever:
c→ c′, c′ ∈‚=⇒ c ∈‚
In the rest of the paper, ‚ is some saturated subset of
C0 and we say that t is orthogonal to u, and we write
t‚u, when 〈t ||u〉 ∈ ‚. Because we follow the tradition
of single-sided sequents (〈t ||u〉 ≡ 〈u || t〉), one has t‚u
equivalent to u‚t.
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Definition 2. Let T ∈ P(T 0+ ). One defines:
T⊥ =
¦
t− ∈ T 0−
∀t+ ∈ T, t+‚t−©
Similarly for T ∈ P(T 0− ), one defines:
T⊥ =
¦
t+ ∈ T 0+
∀t− ∈ T, t+‚t−©
A behaviour, notation H,G . . . , is some subset of T 0+ or of
T 0− of the form T⊥. (Terminology is borrowed from Gi-
rard’s Ludics [Gir01].)
Depending on the polarity of ;, one either has ;⊥ =
T 0+ or ;⊥ = T 0− ; disambiguation will be provided by the
context.
Proposition 3 (Basic properties of the orthogonal). Let T
and U be two subsets of T 0+ or T 0− . (1) One has T ⊂ T⊥⊥.
(2) If T ⊆ U then U⊥ ⊆ T⊥. (3) One has T⊥⊥⊥ = T⊥.
(4) T is a behaviour if and only if T = T⊥⊥. (5) If U is a
set of subsets of T 0+ (resp. of T 0− ), then one has
 ⋃U⊥ =⋂¦
T⊥
 T ∈ U©.
Behaviours We define for each formula a corresponding
behaviour.
Definition 4. Parameters R, S . . . are the members of the
set Π
def
= P(T 0+ ∩ V). The language of formulae is ex-
tended with parameters: when R is a parameter, R is an
atomic positive formula and R⊥ is an atomic negative for-
mula. The systems LKpol and LL are extended with the rule
` V+ : R | for each parameter R and each V+ ∈ R.
Definition 5. Let T and U be two subsets of T 0+ or T 0− .
One defines:
T × U = {(t, u) | t ∈ T, u ∈ U}
T + U =

ı1(t)
 t ∈ T	∪ ı2(u) u ∈ U	
´T =
{u} u ∈ T	
!T =
¦
µ¸ (κ).c
V ∈ T⊥V⇒ c [V/κ] ∈‚©
Definition 6. To each closed positive formula P one asso-
ciates a behaviour |P| ∈ P(T 0+ ) and to each closed nega-
tive formula N one associates a behaviour |N | ∈ P(T 0− ).
For any term t, one says t realises A, and one writes t  A,
whenever t ∈ |A|. The definition is given by induction on
the size of the formula:
|R|= R⊥⊥ |R⊥|= R⊥
|A⊗ B|= (|A| × |B|)⊥⊥ |A &B|= (|A⊥| × |B⊥|)⊥
|A⊕ B|= (|A|+ |B|)⊥⊥ |A& B|= (|A⊥|+ |B⊥|)⊥
|!A|= (!|A|)⊥⊥ |?A|= (!|A⊥|)⊥
|∃X A|=
⋃
R∈Π
´ |A[R/X ]|
⊥⊥ |∀X A|= ⋃
R∈Π
´
A⊥ [R/X ]⊥
We therefore have by definition that for any closed for-
mula A, one has |A|⊥ = |A⊥|. As a consequence we get
an equivalent formulation of realisability, closer to the
historical definitions [Kri93]: t realises A if and only if
∀u (u  A⊥⇒ t‚u).
Generation lemma What follows is the main lemma re-
quired by the main result of the section.
Definition 7.
1. Let H be a behaviour and T ⊆ H. T generates H if
H= T⊥⊥.
2. Let H be a behaviour. The set HV of the values of H is
H∩V.
Lemma 8 (Generation). If A is a closed formula, then |A| is
generated by the set of its values.
The proof requires the lemmas that follow.
Lemma 9. If H is a behaviour, then HV
⊥⊥ ∩V= HV.
Lemma 10. Let H and G be two behaviours. The following
properties hold:
1. HV
⊥⊥ ×GV⊥⊥ ⊆ (H×G)V⊥⊥;
2. HV
⊥⊥ +GV⊥⊥ ⊆ (H+G)V⊥⊥;
3. ´(HV⊥⊥)⊆ (´HV)⊥⊥.
Proof. (1) Let t ∈ HV⊥⊥ and u ∈ GV⊥⊥; let v ∈ (H×G)V⊥.
If t, u ∈ V, then (t, u) ∈ HV ×GV by lemma 9. Yet, by def-
inition, (H×G)V = HV ×GV, hence (t, u)‚v. Otherwise,
the result follows by saturation of ‚, since 〈(t, u) || v〉 re-
duces by →ς to an element of ‚. (2) and (3): same rea-
soning.
Generation lemma. We sketch some key cases of the proof.
By induction on the size of A. Case A negative: the result is
trivial. Case A= R: |A|= R⊥⊥ and R is a set of values. Case
A= B⊗C: |B|×|C | is equal to |B|V⊥⊥×|C |V⊥⊥ by induction
hypothesis, and is therefore included in (|B| × |C |)V⊥⊥ by
lemma 10. Hence |A| is generated by (|B| × |C |)V.
Corollary 11 (Substitution). Let A a formula with FV (A)
of the form {X } and P a closed positive formula. |P|V is a
parameter and one has:
|A[P/X ]|= A|P|VX
Adequacy lemma The main result of this section affirms
that well-typed terms belong to the behaviours described
by their types.
Theorem 12 (Adequacy lemma, LKpol). Let c be a com-
mand (respectively t a term) typable in LKpol, of type c : (`
κ1 : A1, . . . ,κn : An) (resp. ` t : B | κ1 : A1, . . . ,κn : An)
where the formulae A1, . . . , An (resp. and B) are closed. For
all closed terms u1, . . . , un, if u1  A⊥1 , . . . , un  A⊥n , then
c
−→u iÀ−→κ i ∈‚ (resp. t −→u iÀ−→κ i  B).
Proof. By induction on the derivation of c and t. The
actual induction hypothesis has to be generalised to
non-closed formulae, but we can nevertheless sketch
the proof with the significant case of activation. Sup-
pose ` µκ.c : B | Γ comes from c : (` κ : B |
Γ). Let V ∈ |B⊥|V. One has
¬
V
µκ.c −→u iÀ−→κ i¶ →
c

V,−→ui
À
κ,−→κi

. Yet c

V,−→ui
À
κ,−→κi
 ∈‚ by induction hy-
pothesis; hence V‚µκ.c
−→u iÀ−→κ i by saturation. There-
fore µκ.c
−→u iÀ−→κ i ∈ |B⊥|V⊥, which is equal to |B| by the
generation lemma.
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The adequacy lemma holds if one substitutes “LL” for
“LKpol”. However, classical realisability would give no
quantitative result in relation to linearity.
4. Applications
We show some of the consequences of the adequacy
lemma. Proofs are given to show their brevity. In the fol-
lowing, ` refers equally to typability in LKpol and typability
in LL.
Because realisability works with closed terms, we intro-
duce a negative constant, tp (for “top-level”), seen as a
pattern matching with no branch, that shall serve as an
initial environment which is closed.
Normalisation and type safety The following is an in-
stance of the disjunction property. Such a result usually
follows from a cut-elimination theorem and a property of
subject reduction.
Example 13. Let a formula of the form A1 ⊕ A2 and t ∈
T 0+ such that ` t : A1 ⊕ A2. Then there exists i ∈ {1, 2}
and a closed value V of the same polarity as Ai such that〈t || tp〉 →∗ 
ıi(V )  tp.
Proof. Take C the set of the


ıi(V )
 tp with i ∈ {1, 2}
and V a closed value of the same polarity as Ai . Take
‚ =
¦
c ∈ C0 ∃c0 ∈ C , c→∗ c0©. For all V ∈ |Ai |V one has
ıi(V )‚tp, hence tp ∈  |A1|V + |A2|V⊥. By proposition 10
and the generation lemma, one therefore has tp  A1⊥ &
A2
⊥. Since the adequacy lemma gives t  A1⊕A2, one has
t‚tp.
This example generalises in two directions: (1) With the
positive formula left unspecified (` t : P), one gets a result
of normalisation in head reduction (〈t || tp〉 →∗ 〈V || tp〉).3
(2) The result generalises to other positive formulae: a
tensor yields a pair of values, and more generally one has
a property of type safety for combinations of ⊗ and ⊕.
This implies type safety for higher-level constructors: a
function from A to P supplied with the proper argument
yields a result of the expected form. We therefore have
an alternative to the traditional acceptation of type safety,
where one usually proves subject reduction and other syn-
tactical properties.
Parametricity We prove the uniformity of the universal
quantification in an example – which of course gener-
alises.
Example 14. Let t be a term typable of type ` t : ∀X (X ⊗
X → X ⊗ X ). Let x1 and x2 be two positive variables. One
has


t
 {(x1, x2) · tp} →∗ ¬(x i , x j)  tp¶ for some i, j ∈{1,2}.
Proof. Indeed if we see x1 and x2 as
constant positive values4, then ‚ =
3As far as strong normalisation is concerned, it should be possible to
adapt the technique developed by Lengrand and Miquel [LM08] for
a non-polarised and non-confluent symmetric calculus.
4Such constants added to the language can be seen as a generalization
of the stack constants of Krivine’s realizability [Kri04].
¦
c ∈ C0
∃i, j ∈ {1, 2}, c→∗ ¬(x i , x j)  tp¶© is a (non-
empty) observation and R= {x1, x2} is in Π.
We show that R is complete, which means R⊥⊥V = R. We
have that µy.


(x1, y)
 tp ∈ R⊥. Thus any V ∈ R⊥⊥V sat-
isfies
¬
V
µy.
(x1, y)  tp¶ →∗ ¬(x i , x j)  tp¶ for some
i, j ∈ {1,2}. This implies V ∈ {x1, x2}, that is to say R is
complete.
Thus by Lemma 10 we have that |R⊗ R| = (R× R)⊥⊥,
and therefore tp ∈ |R⊥ &R⊥| by definition of ‚. We
conclude using the adequacy lemma: since we can de-
rive


t
 {(x1, x2) ·α} : (` α : R ⊗ R), we have that

t
 {(x1, x2) · tp} ∈‚.
The Two Quantifications
Zeilberger motivated the use of focalisation in order to ex-
plain the “imperfections” of realistic typed programming
languages such as the value restriction for intersection
types in CBV [Zei09]. We show here how classical real-
isability concisely accounts for such imperfections.
We have shown above that the adequacy lemma by it-
self gives some form of type safety and normalisation. We
can therefore use it as a criterion to test new rules. One of
its major advantages is its modularity. Suppose a feature
is added to the system under the form of a new connec-
tive, with dual inference rules ♥ and ♠. Ensuring that
adequacy holds refines into two stages:
(1) Find dual behaviours that correspond to ♥ and ♠,
i.e. for which the induction step of adequacy can be
shown.
(2) Show that the behaviours of♥ and♠ are generated
by their values, so that the generation lemma holds.
Modularity comes from the fact that, as one can see,
only the rules ♥ and ♠ are involved.
As an example, we apply our method to the possible def-
initions of ∀ and ∃. The remarks that follow are how-
ever general and apply as well to other “intersection types”
such as the binary intersection type and first-order univer-
sal quantification.
The first definition that comes to mind for the be-
haviours of the second-order quantifications ∀X A and
∃X A is the following:
|∀X A| ?= ⋂
R∈Π
|A[R/X ]| |∃X A| ?=
⋃
R∈Π
|A[R/X ]|
⊥⊥
They are dual behaviours by a basic property of the or-
thogonal, and this definition corresponds to the following
inference rules:
` t : A[P/X ] | Γ
` t : ∃X A | Γ
` t : A | Γ
(X 6∈FV (Γ))` t : ∀X A | Γ
Hence this quantification passes the first test. But |∀X P|
fails to pass the second test, because of:
Proposition 15. An intersection of behaviours generated by
their values is not generated by its values in general.
The proof is given in Appendix D. This remark corre-
sponds in particular to the well-known fact that the first
implementations of polymorphism in CBV were unsound
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in the presence of side-effects (here, control operators of
classical logic).5
Two distinct solutions that pass the test and that there-
fore fit the deductive frame of LKpol and LL exist.
A first solution: introducing a shift. The impossibility of a
positive ∀ is noted by Girard when he develops the denota-
tional semantics of classical logic [Gir91]. The connective
∀ is therefore given the negative polarity in LC. The typing
rules of second-order quantification of Fig. 1 introduce to
this effect a constructor that forces the polarity. This corre-
sponds to a Curry-style version of the usual quantification
(“ΛX ”) of Church-style system F , which already appeared
in Lengrand-Miquel’s symmetric and Curry-style adapta-
tion of Fω [LM08].
A second solution: introducing a value restriction. The sec-
ond solution restricts the introduction of universal quan-
tification to values, a method found in polymorphism à
la ML. It yields quantifications that are different from the
first ones, and to make the distinction we shall write them
∀
and
∃
. Value restriction corresponds to the following
modification of the above tentative behaviour so that it
validates the generation lemma:
| ∀X A| def=
⋂
R∈Π
|A[R/X ]|V
⊥⊥
(and dually for
∃
).
As we will see, they are not the usual quantifications,
but they are related to ∀ and ∃ as follows: if we consider
that µ{κ}.c – the constructor for ∀ – corresponds to a shift
of polarity at the level of terms that could be made explicit
in the types – with an unary connective (written ˆ) of the
negative polarity – then one has the equality | ∀X ˆA| =
|∀X A| (and dually for ∃).
The adequacy lemma is obtained at the price of the fol-
lowing restriction over the typing rules:
` t : A[P/X ] | Γ
` t : ∃X A | Γ
` V : A | Γ
(X 6∈FV (Γ))` V : ∀X A | Γ
(Now trying to prove subject reduction for LKpol and LL en-
riched with these rules would be harder, because there are
no corresponding constructors in the syntax. With clas-
sical realisability, the fact that there are no constructors
makes the proof of adequacy even simpler than for ∀ and
∃.)
Comparison of the two solutions Although related, the
two kinds of quantification are different, since the latter
connective will enjoy paradoxical properties such as the
fact that
∀
X (A⊕ B) is the same type as ( ∀X A)⊕ ( ∀X B).
This shows that
∀
is not a proper universal quantification
for classical logic. (More precisely, we show in Appendix
D that for a wide range of observations the equality of
behaviours | ∀X (A⊕ B)|= |( ∀X A)⊕ ( ∀X B)| holds. By the
standards of realisability, this allows one to consider the
corresponding type coercions.)
This recalls what Girard called the “shocking equalities”
of the quantification of Ludics [Gir07]. Now, since our
5Specifically, SML/NJ’s type system was unsound due to the pres-
ence of call/cc, as discovered by Harper and Lillibridge in
1991 (http://www.seas.upenn.edu/~sweirich/types/archive/1991/
msg00034.html).
definition of ∀ definitely yields the usual quantification of
classical logic, one would tend to question the use of the
paradoxical
∀
. Value restriction and its “shocking equal-
ities” are in fact interesting from the computer scientist’s
point of view, because it gives more sub-typing rules. One
example is the intersection type, for which a “shocking”
equality such as
 P1 ∩ P2⊗Q =  P1 ⊗Q∩  P2 ⊗Q,
that is to say the possibility of introducing coercions be-
tween these two types, is desirable.
5. Conclusion
The present work is not only a concise synthesis but also
an extension of distinct works of proof theory: the de-
velopment of proof syntaxes for sequent calculi initiated
by Herbelin and Curien [CH00]; the study of focalisation
and polarisation initiated by Andreoli [And92] and Girard
[Gir91]; and Krivine’s realisability [Kri93, Kri04] that ex-
poses the computational content of proofs.
Yet the result is surprisingly close to the theory of pro-
gramming languages, as shown by the analogy of Sec-
tion 1, the status given to values, or the presence of a
distinction between “eager” and “lazy” connectives.
Leads for future works are: (1) We would like to study
the recent results on the computational content of spe-
cific theorems [BD03, Kri04, Kri08] from the point of view
of polarisation. (2) We would like to study the practi-
cal counterparts to the good theoretical properties of LC’s
translation of ∧ and ∨ that are exposed in [Gir91]. For
instance, it should be possible to base on the present work
an extraction procedure for your favourite theorem prover
that relies on this translation, which should be compared
to extant procedures.
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Appendices
In Section A, we give the proper two-sided formulation of
LKpol (and therefore of LC), with the involutive negation
of classical logic, as discovered by Girard [Gir91].
In Section B we defend a writing convention that aug-
ments the conciseness of Lfoc.
In Section C we explain the computational interpreta-
tion of the > rule as the CBV “toplevel”.
In Section D we show that the behaviours of classical
realisability admit a notion of “internal completeness” sim-
ilar to the one of Ludics [Gir07].
In Section E we show that it is possible to define ab-
stract machines for the CBV and the CBN λ calculus in Lfoc
(with local term definitions, i.e. “syntactic sugar”).
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In Section F we compare our formulation of LC with
Girard’s.
In Section G we compare LL with the variant allowed
by Lfoc.
In Section H we detail the proofs for the results given
in the main sections.
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sions around this work.
A. Two-sided Lfoc and LKpol and the
classical negation
We give here the two-sided formulation of Lfoc and LKpol.
This makes clearer the fact that there is an involutive nega-
tion in classical logic, we shall write ¬ in the following.
Having terms on either side of the sequents correspond
to making the distinction between 〈t| (code) and |t〉 (en-
vironment). This distinction is necessary for Lfoc to have
a meaning in terms of abstract machines, while we see
one-sided sequents, which forces the α-equivalence:
〈t ||u〉 ≡ 〈u || t〉
only as an abstraction on computation where one only
cares about the computational flow, without making the
distinction between players (or, from the computer scien-
tist’s point of view, between inputs and outputs). Thus we
see the polarities of logic as a concept distinct from the
two players in a game.
A.1. Constructors vs. connectives
In order to avoid confusion due to homonyms, it might be
helpful to stress the distinction between connectives and
constructors that exists with two-sided sequents. The con-
structors ⊗, &, & and ⊕ are respectively (·, ·), µ(·, ·).·,
µ
 
ı1 (·) .·
 ı2 (·) .· and ıi(·), while the connectives ⊗, &,
& and ⊕ correspond respectively to an eager conjunction,
a “lazy disjunction”, a lazy conjunction and an eager dis-
junction.
We say that constructors in code position (〈·|) are con-
structive while those in environment position (|·〉) are de-
structive. Thus, regarding for instance the constructor ⊗,
one has that 〈(·, ·)| is constructing the connective ⊗ (the
eager pair) while |(·, ·)〉 is destructing the connective &
(the lazy disjunction).
Therefore, the duality ·⊥ accounts for two notions in
LKpol which are distinct:
• A duality between focusable and invertible construc-
tors which is defined as a property of good interac-
tion. The constructor ⊗ is for instance the dual of the
constructor
&
, because (t, u) is able to interact with
µ(κ,κ′).c.
• A symmetry between connectives known as the “du-
ality of computation”. The connective ⊕ (the eager
disjunction) is for instance the dual of the connec-
tive & (the lazy pair), because there is a symmetry
between their respective rules of introduction. This
corresponds to the fact that the logic is rich enough
to give the two players (code, environment) the same
set of constructors.
A.2. Negation in LKpol
In the two-sided setting, negation is represented by a con-
crete connective instead of the morphism ·⊥.
The ingredients for this negation have been given in
the works of Girard [Gir93] and Danos-Joinet-Schellinx
[DJS95], but to our knowledge it has not been given a
proper syntactic treatment until now. (For instance, proof
nets — because they represent one-sided sequents — are
blind about the rules of negation.)
In [Gir93], Girard gives a version of negation in clas-
sical logic whose rules send the stoup from one side to
the other. In [DJS95], Danos, Joinet and Schellinx iden-
tify two symmetric treatments for negation (one can be
inverted on the left while the other can be inverted on
the right). Then they define negation in LKηpol as either
of these two negations in function of the polarity of the
negated formula.
The procedural rules of classical negation we define in
the rest of the section corresponds to the above ones of Gi-
rard and Danos-Joinet-Schellinx, which happen to be the
same.
The positive and the negative negations We introduce
two dual connectives that exchange between the left and
the right of a sequent: ¬+ and ¬−.6 The grammar of the
formulae thus becomes:
A ::= P | N
X ::= X+ | X−
P ::= X+ | A⊗ A | A⊕ A | ∃X A | ¬+A
N ::= X− | A &A | A& A | ∀X A | ¬−A
where X+ and X− are unrelated atoms. Thus there are
now positive and negative substitutions, A

P

X+

and
A

N

X−

. The important cases to define these substitu-
tions are for atoms Y :
Y

P

X+

=
¨
P if Y = X+
Y otherwise
Y

N

X−

=
¨
N if Y = X−
Y otherwise
Just like one-sided LC defines ∨ and ∧ in terms of ⊗,
&
, & and ⊕, we will define ¬ in terms of ¬+ and ¬−. The
connectives ¬+ and ¬− are respectively positive and neg-
ative. In accordance with focalisation, the left-to-right in-
troduction rule of ¬+ is focusable, while the left-to-right
6They correspond respectively to what Danos, Joinet and Schellinx call
the “intuitionistic” and the “classical” negation. We define below the
“intuitionistic” and the “classical” negations, which in turn do not
correspond to the ones of Danos, Joinet and Schellinx.
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introduction rule for ¬− is invertible. (And conversely for
the right-to-left introduction rules.)
The constructors for the left-to-right introduction rules
of ¬+ and ¬− are respectively written [·] and µ[·] and are
understood as follows: for
t+ a positive environment,

t+
 is positive code; and if µq.c is a negative envi-
ronment (in the informal notation with q a pattern), then

µ

q

.c
 is negative code — and symmetrically.
Syntax becomes:
κ ::= α | x
t ::= t+ | t−
t+ ::= x |µα.c| (t, t) | ıi(t) (for i ∈ {1,2}) (⊗,⊕i)| {t} | [t] (∃,¬+)
t− ::= α |µx .c|µ(κ,κ).c |µ ı1 (κ) .c  ı2 (κ) .c ( &, &)|µ{κ}.c |µ[κ].c (∀,¬−)
c ::=


t+
 t− | 
t−  t+
Though we make the distinction between 〈t| and |t〉 it is
the same syntax that define both the code and the envi-
ronment, thus allowing some concision in the definition.
It would however be meaningless to allow variables (〈κ|)
and co-variables (|κ〉) to be mixed, e.g. to allow κ to be in
one command a variable and in another one a co-variable.
We shall therefore mark co-variables with a bar (|κ¯〉), and
outcast commands in which some κ appears both with and
without a bar. Curien-Herbelin’s “call/cc” binder µκ.c will
therefore be written


µκ¯.c
 in our syntax, while the “let ...
in” binder is written
µκ.c.7
Values become:
V ::= V+ | t−
V+ ::= x | (V, V ) | ıi(V ) | {V} |[V ]
The new reduction rules are as follows:

[V ]
µ[κ¯].c→β c [V/κ¯]

µ[κ].c
[V ]→β c [V/κ]
7But if one wants to remain closer to the formulation of λ¯µµ˜ with dis-
tinct classes v and e, then one needs to have two ways of writing each
constructor. One therefore distinguishes variables κ, co-variables κ¯,
code v and environment e in a following lengthy way:
κ ::= α | x
κ¯ ::= α¯ | x¯
v ::= v+ | v−
v+ ::= x |µα¯.c| (v, v) | ıi(v) (for i ∈ {1,2}) (⊗,⊕i)| {v} | bec (∃,¬+)
v− ::= α |µ x¯ .c|µ[κ¯, κ¯].c |µpi1 · κ¯.c pi2 · κ¯.c ( &,&)|µ{κ¯}.c |µ dκ¯e .c (∀,¬−)
e ::= e+ | e−
e+ ::= x¯ | µ˜α.c| [e, e] |pii · e (for i ∈ {1,2}) ( &,&i)| {e} | dve (∀,¬−)
e− ::= α¯ | µ˜x .c| µ˜(κ,κ).c | µ˜ ı1 (κ) .c  ı2 (κ) .c (⊗,⊕)| µ˜{κ¯}.c | µ˜ bκc .c (∃,¬+)
c ::=


v+
 e− | 
v−  e+
But does such a waste of paper make anything clearer? One can
doubt so.
〈[t]||u〉 →ς 
µ x¯ .〈[ x¯]||u〉  t (t 6∈ V)
〈u ||[t]〉 →ς 
t µx .〈u ||[x]〉 (t 6∈ V)
(The remaining rules of reduction for two-sided Lfoc can
be inferred from the ones of Section 2, each reduction rule
of one-sided Lfoc yielding two symmetric rules in the two-
sided version.)
Two-sided LKpol is given fig. 4.
Negation in LC: an involutive negation A connective of
negation ¬ for two-sided LKpol (as well as for two-sided
LC, which is a fragment of the latter) is then defined as
follows:
Definition 16. The formula ¬A is defined in function of
the polarity of A as follows:
A P N
¬A ¬−P ¬+N
This defines a negation that exchanges the polarity of
the formulae. As a consequence, at the level of construc-
tors, the rules of negation do not change the polarity of
terms. This is why we can have an isomorphism between
A and ¬¬A.
Let us define the equivalence on terms that will allow
us to state this isomorphism. It is the analogue of the βη
equivalence of the λ calculus.
Definition 17 (t ' u). One considers the following “ob-
servational” rules:
µκ.〈κ || t〉 →η t
µκ¯.〈t || κ¯〉 →η t
µ[κ].〈t ||[κ]〉 →η t
µ[κ¯].〈[κ¯]|| t〉 →η t
The relation ' on terms is defined as the smallest equiva-
lence relation such that:
• If u is obtained from t by the application of → on a
sub-command of t, then t ' u,
• If u is obtained from t by the application of→η on t
or one of its sub-terms, then t ' u.
In the statement of ¬¬A' A that follows, the categorical
composition is of a syntactical nature, like substitution,
rather than of a more semantical nature, like a cut. In
fact, when composition is interpreted by a cut, one fails
to account for logics that have two polarities, like LC or
LKpol. This is shown by the following remark:
Remark 18. Suppose we define the operation ◦ on com-
mands c : (κ1 : A ` κ¯2 : B) and c′ : (κ3 : B ` κ¯4 : C)
with:
c′ ◦ c = 
µκ¯2.c1 µκ3.c2
Then take c1 : (κ : A ` α¯ : N) and c2 : (x : N ` y¯ : P) and
c3 : (β : P ` κ¯′ : B). If α¯ 6∈ FV  c1 and β 6∈ FV  c3, then
one has:
(c1 ◦ c2) ◦ c3 ' c3
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LKpol (Two-sided)
Identity
(ax `)| κ¯ : A` κ¯ : A (` ax)κ : A`κ : A |
c : (Γ ` κ¯ : A,∆)
(` µ)
Γ `µκ¯.c : A |∆
c : (Γ,κ : A`∆)
(µ `)
Γ | µκ.c : A`∆
Γ ` t : A |∆ Γ′ | u : A`∆′
(cut)〈t ||u〉 : (Γ,Γ′ `∆,∆′)
Structure
c : (Γ `∆)
(` w)
c : (Γ ` κ¯ : A,∆)
c : (Γ `∆)
(w `)
c : (Γ,κ : A`∆)
c : (Γ ` κ¯ : A, κ¯′ : A,∆)
(` c)
c

κ¯

κ¯′

: (Γ ` κ¯ : A,∆)
c : (Γ,κ : A,κ′ : A`∆)
(c `)
c

κ

κ′

: (Γ,κ : A`∆)
(and similar rules for 〈t| and |t〉.)
Logic
Γ | t : A`∆
(` ¬+)
Γ `[t] : ¬+A |∆
c : (Γ ` κ¯ : A,∆)
(¬+ `)
Γ | µ[κ¯].c : ¬+A`∆
c : (Γ,κ : A`∆)
(` ¬−)
Γ `µ[κ].c : ¬−A |∆
Γ ` t : A |∆
(¬− `)
Γ |[t] : ¬−A`∆
Γ ` t : A |∆ Γ′ ` u : B |∆′
(` ⊗)
Γ,Γ′ ` (t, u) : A⊗ B |∆,∆′
c : (Γ,κ : A,κ′ : B `∆)
(⊗ `)
Γ | µ(κ,κ′).c : A⊗ B `∆
c : (Γ ` κ¯ : A, κ¯′ : B,∆)
(
&`)
Γ `µ(κ¯, κ¯′).c : A &B |∆
Γ | t : A`∆ Γ′ | u : B `∆′
(
&`)
Γ,Γ′ | (t, u) : A &B `∆,∆′
c : (Γ ` κ¯ : A,∆) c′ : (Γ` κ¯′ : B,∆)
(` &)
Γ `µ ı1 (κ¯) .c  ı2  κ¯′ .c′ : A& B |∆ Γ | t : Ai `∆ (&i `)Γ | ıi(t) : A1 & A2 `∆
Γ ` t : Ai |∆ (` ⊕i)
Γ ` ıi(t) : A1 ⊕ A2 |∆
c : (Γ,κ : A`∆) c′ : (Γ,κ′ : B `∆)
(⊕ `)
Γ | µı1 (κ¯) .c  ı2 κ¯′ .c′ : A⊕ B `∆
Γ ` t : A[B/X ] |∆
(` ∃)
Γ ` {t} : ∃X A |∆
c : (Γ,κ : A`∆)
(∃ `) (X 6∈FV (Γ))
Γ | µ{κ}.c : ∃X A`∆
c : (Γ` κ¯ : A,∆)
(` ∀) (X 6∈FV (Γ))
Γ `µ{κ¯}.c : ∀X A |∆
Γ | t : A[B/X ] `∆
(∀ `)
Γ | {t} : ∀X A`∆
In the rules (` ∃) and (∀ `), X and B have to share the same polarity.
Figure 4: The constructive classical logic LKpol in a two-sided setting.
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c1 ◦ (c2 ◦ c3)' c1
◦ is therefore not associative modulo ', since one has in
general c1 6' c3.
We also stress the distinction between terms (or com-
mands) and morphisms for the following similar reason:
Remark 19. For a command c and two terms t = µα.c1
and u= µβ .c2 with α,β 6∈ FV  c1, c2, one has:¬
t
µx .
u µy.c¶ ' c1¬
u
µy.
t µx .c¶ ' c2
It implies that one does not have in general:¬
t
µx .
u µy.c¶ ' ¬u µy.
t µx .c¶
But one has:¬
x
µx .
y µy.c¶ ' ¬y µy.
x µx .c¶
This means that (x , y) 7→ c is not compatible with ', i.e.
categories that yield denotational models for LKpol are not
cartesian. This point was already underlined by Girard
[Gir91] in the case of LC.
This is why we present morphisms as functions and ◦ as
the composition of functions. But we close the categori-
cal digression, since the proposition below, even though it
takes a categorical style, can be understood independently
from categorical considerations.
Proposition 20 (¬¬A ' A). Define the following mor-
phisms on terms:8
f (t) =
[¨[t]] if t ∈ T+
µ[[ x¯]].〈t || x¯〉 if t ∈ T−
g(u) =
¨
µα¯.


u
µ[[x]].〈x || α¯〉 if t ∈ T+
µ x¯ .〈u ||[[ x¯]]〉 if t ∈ T−
One has for all A the following derivations, with κ a
variable that has the same polarity as A:
κ : A` f (κ) : ¬¬A |
κ : ¬¬A` g(κ) : A |
One has for all terms t:
g ◦ f (t)' t
f ◦ g(t)' t
Proof. First observe that the relation' yields ς and η rules
extended to compound patterns, i.e. if t+ 6∈ V:
µκ.


t+
u
' µκ.
µ x¯ .〈[ x¯]||u〉 t+
' µκ.¬t+ µy.
µ x¯ .〈[ x¯]||u〉 y¶
' µκ.¬t+ µy.
yu¶
8We use the pattern convention of Section B.
µ[[x]].〈[[x]]||u〉
= µ

y¯

.


µ[x].〈[[x]]||u〉  y¯
' µ y¯.¬µ[x].
µz¯.〈[z¯]||u〉 [x]  y¯¶
' µ y¯.
µz¯.〈[z¯]||u〉  y¯
' µ y¯.
 y¯u
' u
Now, for the case t+ 6∈ V, one has:
g ◦ f (t+) = µα¯.
t+µ[[x]].〈x || α¯〉
' µα¯.¬t+ µy.
yµ[[x]].〈x || α¯〉¶
' µα¯.¬t+ µy.
y  α¯¶
' t+
f ◦ g(t+) =g(t+)
' µβ¯ .¬g(t+) β¯¶
' µβ¯ .¬g(t+) µy.¬y β¯¶¶
' µβ¯ .
­
t+
µ[[x]].¬x µy.¬y β¯¶¶·
' µβ¯ .¬t+ µ[[x]].¬[[x]] β¯¶¶
' µβ¯ .¬t+  β¯¶
' t+
The two other cases (for V+ and t−) are no less straight-
forward.
Remark 21. The derivation of ¬¬X ` ¬¬X obtained the
following way:
(ax)
X ` X
(¬ `)
X ,¬X `
(` ¬)¬X `¬X
(¬ `)¬X ,¬¬X `
(` ¬)¬¬X `¬¬X
is also equivalent to identity. This should be obvious since
there is only one strongly focused derivation of ¬¬X `
¬¬X (whether X be positive or negative).
Since ¬ is the reification of ·⊥, one should also expect
the usual De Morgan isomorphisms:
¬(A⊗ B)' ¬A &¬B
¬(A& B)' ¬A⊕¬B
...
A.3. A non-involutive negation: intuitionistic
negation
Negation is usually defined in intuitionistic logic with
¬A = A → R for some “response” type R, where → is
the implication from λ calculus. Yet both in CBV and
CBN, implication hides a modality (as shown by Girard
in [Gir87]). Thus we can define an analogue of this nega-
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tion in LKpol, we write ¬i and we refer to as the intuition-
istic negation since it is a legacy of the λ calculus, by forc-
ing this negation not to change the polarity of formulae.
(It indeed makes the modalities !, ? of LLP appear inside
negation in the translation into the latter.)
Definition 22 (¬i). The formula ¬iA is defined in function
of the polarity of A as follows:
A P N
¬iA ¬+P ¬−N
Now, since this negation does not change the polarity of
formulae when they are exchanged between the left and
the right of the sequents, it means that the corresponding
constructors does change the polarity of terms. In fact, the
change of polarity can be made explicit with a shift con-
nective as follows: ¬iA ' ¬˜A.9 (The roles are however
not symmetric, since ¬iˆP ' ¬´ˆP 6' ¬P, and therefore¬A 6' ¬i˜A.)
It is known that ¬i is not an involution — see
e.g. [Lau02] (Section 14, “Logique classique linéaire”)
where Laurent shows that non-involutivity comes from the
modality it hides, rather than from the structural rules of
classical logic.
Also ¬i does not make the two polarities of connectives
communicate. Therefore, when one takes ¬i as a nega-
tion, one is tempted to go one step further and add the
constraint that change of polarities (at the level of con-
structors) may only occur within a negation. With this
constraint, derived sequents only have one polarity of con-
nectives. This therefore delineates two distinct and sym-
metric fragments of LKpol:
1. LKQ, a classical logic with positive connectives only.
This restriction gives the control to the code, and
therefore corresponds to Curien-Herbelin’s CBV λ¯µµ˜v
calculus [CH00]. Syntactically it more closely resem-
bles Wadler’s dual calculus in CBV [Wad03] thanks to
the use of conjunction, disjunction and negation in-
stead of implication. Precisely, Wadler’s connectives
∨ and ¬ correspond to the connective⊕ and ¬i , while
& is given the rules of introduction of the with but
corresponds in its reduction to the connective ⊗.
2. LKT, a classical logic with negative connectives only.
Control is given to the environment, like in Curien-
Herbelin’s CBN λ¯µµ˜n calculus. Again it more closely
resembles Wadler’s dual calculus in CBN. Wadler’s
connectives & and ¬ correspond to the connectives
& and ¬i , while ∨ is given the rules of introduction of
the plus but corresponds in its reduction to the con-
nective
&
.
9For that matter, we find back the CBV and CBN negations, the direct-
style counterparts of Zeilberger’s
v¬ and n¬ [Zei08], as the two partic-
ular cases of intuitionistic negation:
v¬P = ¬ˆP ' ¬i P n¬N = ¬´N ' ¬i N
We show for instance that Wadler’s negation, be it in CBV
or in CBN, corresponds to ¬i . Let us take:
〈not (t)| def=
¨

µ[α].〈α || t〉 if t ∈ T+
〈[t]| if t ∈ T−
and symmetrically for |not (t)〉. One then has:
Γ | t : A`∆
(` ¬i)
Γ ` not (t) : ¬iA |∆
Γ ` t : A |∆
(¬i `)
Γ | not (t) : ¬iA`∆
and the following reduction rule:
〈not (t) ||not (u)〉 → 〈u || t〉
This matches the reduction rules of Wadler’s negation ¬A
both in CBV (case A positive) and in CBN (case A nega-
tive).
While we’re at it, let us clarify the role of the reduction
→ς introduced by Wadler [Wad03] and present in Lfoc.
From the point of view of the linear analysis of classical
logic, which constructors the latter over polarised linear
logic and makes explicit the stoup, it might seem super-
fluous. For instance it is in some sense already present in
Girard’s LC (since the constraints of the stoup force one
to explicitly introduce cuts for a conjunction). But →ς is
useful from a categorical point of view, as it allows one
to see a term depending on a variable as morphism in its
variable. It allows for instance one to state that

t+

behaves the same as t+.
A.4. Conclusion: From the duality to the
symmetry of computation
In the seminal article of 1987 [Gir87], Girard decomposed
CBN intuitionistic negation into the linear negation and
the modality ! that allows re-use of the argument. We can
conclude that his classical logic LC [Gir91] offered in fact
an intermediate decomposition of intuitionistic negation,
into a classical (involutive) negation and modalities (the
shifts) that control the order of evaluation.
The historical term syntaxes for classical sequent calcu-
lus [CH00, Wad03] were based on the intuitionistic nega-
tion rather than the classical one, maybe because the lat-
ter is quite demanding, as it requires both polarities at the
same time. As we have seen above, the distortion induced
by the intuitionistic negation make CBV and CBN appear
as two islands of determinism among a vast ocean of non-
determinism. It shed light on the symmetry between CBN
and CBV, known as the “duality of computation”.
But this “duality” between CBN and CBV is the mere ex-
pression of the practical possibility of a symmetry between
the code and the environment. Such a symmetry is always
possible theoretically, but it is not a dogma. More inter-
esting about the “duality” between CBV and CBN was the
fact that it dealt with reduction strategies that were not
given an equal esteem from the point of view of theory.
Beyond putting CBV on a par with CBN, it in fact hinted
at more theoretical explanations of the notions of laziness
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and eagerness in computation.
B. Patterns
Invertible constructors (
&
, &,∀) or semi-invertible con-
structors (!) are given in Lfoc under the form of pattern
matchings. It is possible to be very formal about the use
of first-class patterns. Here we on the other hand mean to
show that it is possible to avoid the bureaucracy a defini-
tion of patterns would require, and get them as an infor-
mal writing convention instead.
Definition 23 (Pattern convention). We use the notation
µq.c, with q a binding pattern, to shorten successive µ
binders into a single one. It is defined in terms of the basic
µ binders by introducing as many intermediate variables
of the proper polarity as needed.
The interest of a convention is that we do not need to
give an exhaustive definition; instead we give some exam-
ple shorthand writings. A term of type (N1
&
N2)& M can
for instance be given by:
µ
 
ı1
 
x , y

.c1
 ı2 (x) .c2
which is defined with:
µ

ı1 (z) .


z
µ(x , y).c1  ı2 (x) .c2
Or a term of type ¬P &Q can be given by:
µ([x], α¯).c
which is defined with:
µ( y¯ , α¯).


µ[x].c
 y¯
Now the introduction of the lazy pair, that is to say the
rule (` &), is written in such a pattern-matching, which
is unusual for a cartesian product. The lazy pair of two
terms is then obtained as follows:

(t|t ′) def= ¬µı1 (κ¯) .〈t || κ¯〉  ı2 (κ¯) .
t ′  κ¯
While we hope the cost of this longer connective is offset
by the above writing convention, there is a more semantic
reason for this choice. Pattern-matching makes in general
η-rules (also known as invertibility) more suggestive and
easier on the eyes:
µ

ı1 ( x¯) .


t−
 ı1( x¯)  ı2   y¯ .
t−  ı2( y¯)→η t−
µ(x , y).


(x , y)
 t−→η t−
etc.
On the other hand, it is legitimate to want first-class
patterns, so as to be able to give a meaning to derivations
like:
` t : A | Γ, x : N , y : M
(
&
)` t : A | Γ, (x , y) : N &M
without resorting to “writing conventions”. The relation-
ship between sequent calculus and pattern-matching has
long been studied and the purpose of this paper is not to
make a survey of it. But the reader can refer to Curien
and the author’s [CMM10], which shows that our nota-
tion µq.c can be made formal: in fact q is not a “binding
pattern” but a counter-pattern that filters patterns during
computation.
C. Units
We show that the units can trivially be added to the syn-
tax. We shall also discuss our terminology for the constant
tp. It is sufficient for this purpose to follow the one-side
tradition.
The neutral elements of the connectives ⊗, &, &,⊕ are
respectively 1,⊥,> and 0. They can be added as follows
in the syntax:
t+ ::= · · · | ()
t− ::= · · · | µ().c | tp
There is an obvious new reduction rule:

()
µ().c→ c
There is no constant for 0, hence no reduction rule for the
pair 0/>.
Typing rules are as follows:
(1)` () : 1 |
c : ( `Γ)
(⊥)`µ().c :⊥ | Γ
(>)` tp :> | Γ (no rule for 0)
We see the tp constant as a pattern matching with no
branch. (This interpretation is consistent with the coun-
terpart of the > rule in Ludics [Gir07], the skunk.)
Now, in the λµ-top calculus (a variant of the λµ calcu-
lus), Ariola and Herbelin [AH03] use a constant of contin-
uation called the toplevel to interpret a logical rule of elim-
ination of absurdity related to the Ex Falso Quodlibet (EFQ)
law. This is where the terminology tp comes from. Indeed,
the toplevel in CBV can be seen as a pattern-matching with
no branch, and can therefore be denoted by |tp〉. As a re-
sult of this interpretation, we find back the encoding of
Felleisen’s abort operator in the λµ-top calculus [AH03],
in a derivation that only makes use of the (>) rule and the
identity rules. Indeed, take:
A t+ def= µ_.
t+  tp
Then the following derivation is a direct consequence of
the (0 `) rule:
Γ ` t+ : 0 |∆
(EFQ)
Γ `A t+ : A |∆
Symmetrically, 〈tp| can be interpreted as code that halts
the computation. This is computationally correct: it is sim-
ilar to the null pointer, in the sense that it does not lead
to crashes until it is used, since it is negative. It is logi-
cally correct as well, since the rules of logic ensures that it
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won’t be used, since there is no way to introduce a value
of the dual type 0.
D. Internal completeness
This section follows the tradition of one-sided sequents.
Classical realisability admits here a notion similar to
the internal completeness of the connectives of Ludics
[Gir07].
Remark 24 (Daimon). The following additional rule
passes adequacy:
(ú) (when c0 ∈‚)
c0 : ( ` _ : A1, . . . , _ : An)
In this section, we shall consider that type systems include
this rule. This is allowed by the fact that this addition
preserves the adequacy lemma.
Proposition 25. Let R a set of closed values of the same
polarity. The following two properties are equivalent:
1. R⊥⊥V = R
2. R is of the form HV with H a behaviour.
Proof. (1⇒2) Trivial. (2⇒1) One always has R ⊆ R⊥⊥V.
Now suppose R = HV with H a behaviour. Since HV ⊆ H
and H is a behaviour, one has HV
⊥⊥ ⊆ H, hence HV⊥⊥V ⊆
HV.
Definition 26. A set R of closed values of the same polar-
ity is complete if one of the above two equivalent proper-
ties hold.
Proposition 27. Let R and S be complete sets. The following
properties hold:
1.

R⊥⊥ × S⊥⊥⊥⊥ = (R× S)⊥⊥;
2.

R⊥⊥ + S⊥⊥
⊥⊥
= (R+ S)⊥⊥;
3. ´(R⊥⊥) = (´R)⊥⊥.
Proof. It is a rephrasing of lemma 38.
Definition 28. A command of the form


V+
W where
V+ is a constructor among ⊗,⊕,∃, ! and W a constructor
among
&
, &,∀ or of the form ¸ (V ) is ill-formed either if
these constructors are not the dual of each other, or if the
polarities of the sub-terms do not match the polarities of
the variables bound in the counter-term.
An ill-formed command therefore never reduces and is
never typable, unless with the ú rule, provided that the
observation includes ill-formed commands.
Proposition 29 (Internal completeness). Let‚ be:
1. a non-empty observation,
2. that does not contain ill-formed commands,
3. that is closed under→β reduction.
One then has:
• ; (as a set of positive terms) and {()} are complete;
• For all R and S complete, the sets R× S, R+ S and ´R
are complete.
Proof. Let ‚ be such an observation. In the following, `
denotes the typability in LKpol with daimon. One takes
c0 an element of ‚. Case ;: let V ∈ ;⊥⊥V. One has for
each t ∈ T 0− , 〈V || t〉 ∈‚. This is impossible, since among
these commands some are ill-formed. Hence ;⊥⊥V = ;.
Case {()}: let V ∈ {()}⊥⊥V. One has ` µ().c0 : ⊥, hence

V
µ().c0 ∈‚ by adequacy. The latter is therefore not
ill-formed and one has V = () as expected. (Notice the im-
portance of the absence of free variables here and in the
rest of the proof.) Let R and S complete. Case R× S: let
V ∈ (R× S)⊥⊥V. One has ` µ(_, _).c0 : R⊥ &S⊥, hence

V
µ(_, _).c0 ∈ ‚ and the latter is therefore not ill-
formed. One has therefore V of the form (V1, V2) with
V1 and V2 respectively of the same polarities as R and
S (no ill-formed command and V is closed). Then let
t ∈ R⊥. One has ` µ(κ, _).〈κ || t〉 : R⊥ &S⊥. Hence

(V1, V2)
µ(κ, _).〈κ || t〉 ∈ ‚. Since ‚ is closed un-
der →β reduction, one has 
V1  t ∈ ‚. Hence V1 ∈
R⊥⊥. Hence V1 ∈ R by completeness of R. Similarly one
shows V2 ∈ S, hence V ∈ R × S. Case R + S: Let V ∈
(R+ S)⊥⊥V. One has ` µ ı1  _ .c0  ı2  _ .c0 : R⊥ & S⊥,
therefore
¬
V
µ ı1  _ .c0  ı2  _ .c0¶ ∈ ‚ and V is of
the form ıi(V ′) with i = 1 and V ′ of the same polar-
ity as R or with i = 2 and V ′ of the same polarity as
S. Suppose for instance i = 1 and let t ∈ R⊥. One
has ` µ ı1 (κ) .〈κ || t〉  ı2  _ .c0 : R⊥ & S⊥ and therefore¬
V
µ ı1 (κ) .〈κ || t〉  ı2  _ .c0¶ ∈ ‚. Hence 
V ′  t ∈
‚ Hence V ′ ∈ R⊥⊥, whence V ′ ∈ R by completeness of R.
Completeness of ´R is proved in a similar way.
It is easy to find ad hoc counter-examples to the above
property in case of an observation that does not follows
the conditions 1, 2 and 3. The constraints we have on the
observation in order to get internal completeness define a
very broad class of observations. For instance, all the ex-
amples we gave in this paper enjoy these properties. Also,
the hypotheses have counterparts in Ludics:
1. Having a non-empty observation implies the exis-
tence of a daimon.
2. There’s no equivalent to ill-formedness in Ludics.
3. The orthogonality of Ludics enjoys closure under re-
duction.
We mention another crucial property for the result: the
absence of free variables in the commands. Like Ludics,
Classical Realizability has found a way to get rid of vari-
ables: we only study closed terms.
We do not claim however that the set of constraints on
the observation is minimal to get internal completeness.
Corollary 30. For R and S complete and when‚ meets the
requirements of the previous proposition, one has |R⊗ S|V =
R× S. In particular, |A⊗ B|V = |A|V × |B|V. (And similarly
for constructors + and ´.)
Proof. The first equality is a consequence of the two previ-
ous propositions. The second equality follows directly.
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Applications
There are behaviours not generated by their values; more
generally:
Proposition 31. An intersection of behaviours generated by
their values is not generated by its values in general.
Proof. Here is a counter-example. It is sufficient to take
some observation ‚ that is non-empty, closed under →
reduction and that contains no ill-formed command. Take
1 = T 0+ ∩V and 0 = ;.10 Take |⊥| = |1|⊥ and |>| = |0|⊥.
Take H = |1 ⊕ >| ∩ |0 ⊕ ⊥|. One has 1 and 0 complete
(trivial for 1, follows from the “no ill-formed command”
constraint for 0). The requirements of proposition 29 on
completeness are met, hence one has HV = 0+ 1⊥. Now
take t = µα.
¬
ı2

µx .


ı1(x)
α α¶. From `LKpol t : X ⊕
X⊥ one concludes by adequacy t  1 ⊕ > and t  0 ⊕
⊥. Hence t ∈ H. Take also c0 ∈ C0 \‚, V0 ∈ 1 and
u = µ

ı1
 
_

.c0
 ı2 (α) .
V0 α. One has u ∈ HV⊥. But
〈t ||u〉 →∗ c0 6∈‚, hence t 6∈ HV⊥⊥ since‚ is closed under→.
Shocking equalities In Section 4 we defined a notion of
polymorphism based on the value restriction, and claimed
it enjoyed “shocking equalities” in the sense of Girard
[Gir07] for a broad range of observations. Here’s a proof
of it:
Proposition 32. Let‚ be a non-empty observation, closed
under →β reduction and that does not contain ill-formed
terms. Then the following equalities hold:
| ∀X (A⊕ B)|= |( ∀X A)⊕ ( ∀X B)|
| ∀X (A⊗ B)|= |( ∀X A)⊗ ( ∀X B)|
Proof. The constraints for internal completeness are met.
Therefore, according to Corollary 30:⋂
R∈Π
|(A⊕ B) [R/X ]|V
=
⋂
R∈Π
 |A[R/X ]|V + |B [R/X ]|V
=
⋂
R∈Π
|A[R/X ]|V +
⋂
R∈Π
|B [R/X ]|V
Whence the result for ⊕. Same reasoning for ⊗.
E. CBV and CBN λ calculus in Lfoc
We implemented in Section 2 the implication in the one-
sided setting. We go back on this example in the two-
sided setting, because it gives a more accurate and natural
description for an implication. It should be stressed that
the “translations” in LKpol we give are local definitions, i.e.
syntactic sugar.
10In case the syntax do not have the constructors () and µ().c, it is al-
ways possible to define the type 1 by replacing the latter constructors
respectively by any V ∈ T 0+V and µx .c, x 6∈FV (c). This allows us to
give a proof that does not rely on units.
We write here v the code and e the environment as in
[CH00]. Take:
A→ B def= ¬−A &B
〈λκ.v| def= 
µ([κ], κ¯′).
v  κ¯′ (κ¯′ 6∈ FV (v))
|v · e〉 def= |([v], e)〉

v v′
 def= 
µκ¯.
v  v′ · κ¯
Note that ¬−A &B is isomorphic to ¬A &B, but we chose
the former because it yields a more concise formulation
in our setting. (They are equal if A is positive, and if A is
negative then using ¬− instead of ¬ introduce a shift that
would be there anyway because of the
&
.)
One has:
Γ,κ : A` v : B |∆
(`→)
Γ `λκ.v : A→ B |∆
Γ ` v : A |∆ Γ′ | e : B `∆′
(→`)
Γ,Γ′ | v · e : A→ B `∆,∆′
Γ ` v : A→ B |∆ Γ′ ` v′ : A |∆′
(app)
Γ,Γ′ ` v v′ : B |∆,∆′
We study two particular cases for A→ B:
Case N → M . This corresponds to call-by-name. One
has, for a positive value E:

v v′
 E→ 
v  v′ · E

λα.v
 v′ · E→2 
v v′α  E
These are the rules of reduction of a Krivine weak head re-
duction machine [Kri04], whose stacks are environment-
values; or again the rules of the λ¯µµ˜ calculus in call-by-
name [CH00].
Case P → Q. One would expect this to correspond to
call-by-value. One has:

v v′
 e→ 
v  v′ · e

λx .v
 v′ · e→′6 
v′ µx .〈v || E〉
(Where→′ is→ extended to sub-commands.)
This looks like the rules of the CBV λ¯µµ˜v calculus, and
P →Q can be seen as some form of call-by-value, since its
argument is “called by value”. (In fact, any P → A could.)
But this is not sufficient to translate the λ¯µµ˜v calculus in
Lfoc (assuming that we are looking for a “syntactic sugar”
kind of definition). Indeed, in λ¯µµ˜v ,


µ_.c1
 µ˜_.c2 re-
duces to c1, while if the principal type of the cut is implica-
tion, it would reduce in Lfoc to c2 with our above negative
definition of implication.
More practically, a positive λx .v, i.e. an eager type for
implication, is needed by common kinds of programming
practises, such as the following definition of a mutable
variable which is static to a function in OCaml:
let f =
let r = ref []
in function -> ...
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which asks for an eager evaluation of the abstraction.
The case of CBV Curien-Herbelin’s λ¯µµ˜v is retrieved by
forcing the positive polarity with a dummy positive con-
structor ´ as follows: ´(¬P &Q).11 The connective ´ can
for instance be implemented by an unary tensor, and has
already been used in Section 2 to give a polarity to the
quantifications.
Let us trivially extend the type system with the positive
shift connective:
Γ ` t : A |∆
(` ´)
Γ ` {t} : ´A |∆
c : (Γ,κ : A`∆)
(´ `)
Γ | µ{κ}.c : ´A`∆
Now take:
P →Q def= ´(¬P &Q)
〈λx .v| def= 
{µ([x], α¯).〈v || α¯〉} (α ∈ FV (v))
|v · e〉 def= µ{α}.〈α || ([v], e)〉 (α ∈ FV (v, e))

v v′
 def= ¬µα¯.
v  v′ · α¯  α 6∈ FV  v, v′
We have the same typing rules for implication as before,
and we now have the following rules of reduction:

v v′
 e→ 
v  v′ · e

λx .v
 v′ · e→′7 
v′ µx .〈v || e〉

V
µx .c→ c [V/x]
In addition, λx .v is now a positive value. It is therefore
possible to translate the λ¯µµ˜v calculus by sending terms
on positive terms and co-terms on negative terms, using
the above implication.
Notice that the function is evaluated before its argu-
ment. Using the same encoding of implication, it is possi-
ble to implement the application v v′ such that the evalu-
ation of the argument comes before that of the function.
These encodings of the CBV and the CBN implications
have been studied by Laurent [Lau02] in LLP.
F. Details on the difference with the
original formulation of LC
Lfoc is a literal quotient
12 for LC; here are more details
about this point. We choose to work with the one-sided
convention for simplicity.
Let us remind that LC is based on the following decom-
position of ∧ and ∨ in function of the polarities:
∧ + -
+ P ⊗Q N ⊗ P
- P ⊗ N N & M
∨ + -
+ P ⊕Q N &P
- P
&
N N
&
M
11One can also remain in the realm of LKQ by taking the isomorphic
formula for implication: ¬i(P ⊗¬iQ).
12that is, a term syntax which is a quotient, in our case for the structural
rules.
In order to emphasise the fact that L is a syntax for LC,
we rephrase LKpol with a stoup. One will deduce LC by
encoding ∧ and ∨ as shown above.
LKpol with a stoup
Let a distinguished negative variable that shall be written
?, with the particularity that it cannot be subject to weak-
enings or contractions. We shall write Π a context that is
either empty or of the form ? : P. We shall suppose that
contexts Γ,∆... do not contain ?. The judgements of LKpol
with a stoup are of the form:
`t+ : P;Γ
`t− : N ;Γ,Π
`t+ : P | Γ,Π
c : (`Γ,Π)
The stoup of a sequent is either t+ : P in ` t+ : P;Γ, or
? : P when is appears in the sequent. Notice the semicolon
for negative terms: this is a convention that simplifies the
rules of inference and corresponds to our choice of declar-
ing “value” any negative term.
LKpol is formulated with a stoup in fig. 5. As is, deriv-
able sequents of the form ` t : A;Γ,Π enjoy that t is a
value.
Formulated like this, LKpol therefore has its positive con-
structors restricted to values. But if one wants to be com-
fortable, generic positives (t, u), ıi(t) . . . can be redefined.
For instance, one can take:
(t, u)
def
= µα.
¬
t
µx .¬u µy.
(x , y) α¶¶
which allows the derivation:
` t : A | Γ ` u : B |∆
(⊗)` (t, u) : A⊗ B | Γ,∆
This is where the arbitrary choice between the left and
the right of the pair is made. This definition justifies the
rule→ς for the eager pair, and it goes the same with other
connectives.
Central terms
The description of LC would not be complete without the
following additional rules for handling the stoup:
` t+ : P;Γ ` t− : P⊥;∆,Π (P-cut)

t+
 t− : (`Γ,∆,Π)
c : (`Γ,? : P)
(µ?)`µ?.c : P;Γ
These rules allows to derive no additional term (the rule
µ? is redundant with the rule µ). However, they extend
the subset of positive values into a subset of central terms
(terms t+ typable in ` t+ : P;Γ), that behave like values
without necessarily being values. For such a term t+, the
reduction: 

t+
µx .c→′ c t+x (1)
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LKpol (one-sided, with explicit stoup)
Identity
(ax+)` x : P; x : P⊥ (ax−)` α : N ;α : N⊥
c : (` x : N ,Γ,Π)
(µ)`µx .c : N ;Γ,Π
c : (`α : P,Γ,Π)
(µ) (possibly with α= ?)`µα.c : P | Γ,Π
` t− : N ;Γ ` t+ : N⊥ |∆,Π (N -cut)

t+
 t− : (`Γ,∆,Π) ` t+ : P;Γ (der)` t+ : P | Γ
Logic
` t : A;Γ ` u : B;∆
(⊗)` (t, u) : A⊗ B;Γ,∆
c : (`κ : A,κ′ : B,Γ,Π)
(
&
)`µ(κ,κ′).c : A &B;Γ,Π
c : (`κ : A,Γ,Π) c′ : ( `κ′ : B,Γ,Π)
(&)`µ ı1 (κ) .c  ı2  κ′ .c′ : A& B;Γ,Π ` t : A;Γ (⊕1)` ı1(t) : A⊕ B;Γ ` t : B;Γ (⊕2)` ı2(t) : A⊕ B;Γ
` t : A[P/X ];Γ
(∃)` {t} : ∃X A;Γ
c : (`κ : A,Γ,Π)
(∀) (X 6∈ FV (Γ))`µ{κ}.c : ∀X A;Γ,Π
(1)`() : 1; c : (`Γ,Π) ⊥`µ().c :⊥;Γ,Π
(>)`tp :>;Γ,Π no rule for 0
Structure Contractions, weakenings outside the stoup.
Figure 5: LKpol with explicit stoup.
has a meaning from the point of view of semantics.
An example of such a central term is
µ?.
¬
V
µκ.
V+ ?¶ which can be read “let κ= V in V+”;
in this case the above reduction does not violate Church-
Rosser. Another example of a central term, for which
→′ violates Church-Rosser, is µ ? .
α  (?,κ′′) which is
one half of the dissociativity morphism. This justifies the
rejection of →′ as a reduction rule, even if we have to
accept it as a kind of observational rule.
Last, let us notice that according to [Gir91]
µ_.


V+
 tp, which reads “A V+”, would be central.
G. Neutral Atoms
Being a term syntax, Lfoc is essentially a quotient for the
structural rules of logic, which concurs to its aim of be-
ing readable and writeable. Proof nets have a less natural
treatment of contraction and weakening, but offer a quo-
tient on the identity rules. This gives proof nets and term
syntaxes such as Lfoc complementary roles.
Lfoc is the only quotient of linear logic that at the same
time accounts for full LL, including the additives, and re-
mains simple. (Proof nets, with a different purpose, in-
deed have a less modest treatment of the additives). The
only difference with LL is the fact that atoms have a po-
larity. For instance, proving ∀X (X ¨ X ) in LL amounts
to proving both ∀X (X ¨ X ) and ∀X (X⊥ ¨ X⊥) in our
system.
Since each non-atomic formula has a polarity, this is a
natural constraint that simplifies the term syntax. Let us
make the difference of expressivity more precise: we will
see that the difference in terms of provability is small com-
pared to the bureaucracy that would be required in order
to lift this constraint of polarity on the atoms.
Suppose we want to extend our system with “neutral”
atoms we shall write X ?, that are not subject to such a con-
straint of polarity. X ? could therefore be replaced either by
a positive or by a negative formula.
Obtaining a derivation that contains such a neutral
atom is equivalent to obtaining the derivations that cor-
respond to each choice of a polarity for this atom. Such
a derivation can therefore be seen as the superposition of
two proofs. In fact, we can assume that these two proofs
only differ where the axiom rule for X ? appear, the rest of
the proof being the same.
In particular, the axiom rule for X ? itself can be seen
as the superposition of the two axiom rules: it could be
written ` κ : X ? | κ : X ?⊥, standing for ` x : X | x : X⊥ if
we eventually decide to replace X ? by a positive formula,
or standing for ` α : X⊥ | α : X if we eventually decide to
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replace X ? by a negative formula. This means that with the
convention according to which κ,κ′, . . . denote variables
that can either become positive or negative, a unique term
represents this superposition of proofs.
For instance, a proof of ∀X (X ? ¨ X ?) will be ob-
tained when both ∀X (X ¨ X ) and ∀X (X⊥ ¨ X⊥) are
proved. Proofs of these two formulae are respectively
µ{(x ,α)}.〈x ||α〉 and µ{(α, x)}.〈α || x〉. The correspond-
ing proof of ∀X (X ? ¨ X ?) would therefore be written
µ{(κ,κ′)}.
κ κ′.
The fact that all these proofs are identical up to the ax-
iom rules also shows that given a proof of A, we can de-
duce proofs of all the B such that B is obtained from A by
changing the polarity of some atoms. Giving neutral vari-
ables a formal status in the syntax would therefore solve
the question of the polarity of atoms. The additional bu-
reaucracy neutral variable would require would however
obfuscate the presentation without a strong motivation.
This is why we did not introduce them.
H. Detailed proofs
We give detailed proofs for the results given in the main
sections.
H.1. Subject Reduction
Proposition 33. Let c → c′. If c is typable in LL (respec-
tively LKpol) in a context Γ, then c′ is typable in LL (resp.
LKpol) in the context Γ.
Proof. There is more bureaucracy than difficulty in this re-
sult. We shall avoid bureaucracy here, for instance re-
garding the structural rules, and will therefore only give
an intuitive proof. This will be sufficient to explain why
the focalising reduction strategy yields subject reduction
for LL. We shall only treat LL since it is less liberal than
LKpol. By case on the origin of c→ c′.
1. Case


µκ.c
V →µ c[V/κ]. If κ is not subject to
contractions or weakenings in c, then we can make
the linear substitution of axiom rules for κ in the
derivation of c by the derivation of V , since the con-
text of V in turn won’t be subject to contraction or
weakenings. Otherwise, it means κ is of type ?A in
Γ, and therefore V is of type !A⊥. It means V , which
is a value by hypothesis, either comes from an axiom
rule or from a promotion. In both cases, the context
of V is of the form ?∆. This allows the substitution of
the axiom rules for κ in the derivation of c, structural
rules on ?∆ replacing those on ?A.
2. Case c →β c′. A local transformation of the proof
reduces the situation to the previous case. For in-
stance, in the case c =


(V, V ′)
µ(κ,κ′).c0, one has¬
V
µκ.
V ′ µκ′.c0¶ →2 c′. The left hand side is
typable in Γ, and the previous case shall be applied
twice.
In the special case of c =

{V} µ{κ}.c0 (a cut be-
tween ∃X A and ∀X A⊥), by hypothesis there exists a
formula P such that V is of type A[P/X ]. Replac-
ing X by P in the derivation of µκ.c0 gives it the type
A⊥ [P/X ] and we are reduced to the case


V
µκ.c0.
3. Case c→ς c′: straightforward.
H.2. Generation lemma
Lemma 34 (Generation). If A is a closed formula, then |A|
is generated by the set of its values.
The proof requires the lemmas that follow.
Lemma 35. Let T be a subset of T 0+ (resp. T 0− ) and let c ∈ C
with FV (c) = {κ} where κ is a positive (resp. negative)
variable. If for each V ∈ TV one has c[V/κ] ∈ ‚, then
µκ.c ∈ TV⊥.
Proof. Follows from saturation of ‚ since


V
µκ.c →µ
c[V/κ] ∈‚.
Lemma 36. Whenever U ⊆ U ′ ⊆ H and U generates H,
then U ′ generates H. In particular, if a behaviour is gener-
ated by a set of values, then it is generated by the set of its
values.
Proof. Straightforward.
Lemma 37. If H is a behaviour, then HV
⊥⊥
V = HV.
Proof. (⊇) Trivial. (⊆) Since H is a behaviour and HV ⊆ H,
one has HV
⊥⊥ ⊆ H, hence the result.
Lemma 38. Let H and G be two behaviours. The following
properties hold:
1. HV
⊥⊥ ×GV⊥⊥ ⊆ (H×G)V⊥⊥;
2. HV
⊥⊥ +GV⊥⊥ ⊆ (H+G)V⊥⊥;
3. ´(HV⊥⊥)⊆ (´HV)⊥⊥.
(1) Let t ∈ HV⊥⊥ and u ∈ GV⊥⊥; let v ∈ (H×G)V⊥. If
t, u ∈ V, then (t, u) ∈ HV × GV by lemma 37. Yet, by
definition, (H×G)V = HV × GV, hence 〈(t, u) || v〉 ∈ ‚.
Otherwise, one has:
〈(t, u) || v〉 → ¬t µκ.¬u µκ′.
(κ,κ′)  v¶¶
By saturation of ‚, it is sufficient to show¬
t
µκ.¬u µκ′.
(κ,κ′)  v¶¶ ∈ ‚. But for each
t ′ ∈ HV and u′ ∈ GV, by definition of v, one has

(t ′, u′)
 v ∈ ‚. Therefore µκ′.
(t ′,κ′)  v ∈ GV⊥
by lemma 35. Hence
¬
u
µκ′.
(t ′,κ′)  v¶ ∈ ‚ by
hypothesis on u. Hence µκ.
¬
u
µκ′.
(κ,κ′)  v¶ ∈ HV⊥
by lemma 35. Hence the result by hypothesis on t. (2)
and (3): same reasoning.
Proof (Generation lemma). By induction on the size of A.
Case A negative: the result is trivial (by convention). Case
A= R: |A| = R⊥⊥ and is generated by its values since R is
a set of values (lemma 36). Case A = B ⊗ C: |B| × |C | is
equal to |B|V⊥⊥ × |C |V⊥⊥ by induction hypothesis, and is
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therefore included in (|B| × |C |)V⊥⊥ by lemma 38. Hence|A| is generated by (|B| × |C |)V. Case A = B ⊕ C: same
proof with × replaced by +. Case A = !B: |A| is equal
to (!|B|)⊥⊥ with !|B| a set of values; hence |A| is gen-
erated by its values. Case A = 1: A is generated with
{()}; it is therefore generated by its values. Case A = 0:
A is generated by ;; it is therefore generated by its val-
ues. Case A= ∃X B: Similarly to the case ⊗, one deduces
(´|B[R/X ]|)V⊥ ⊆ (´|B[R/X ]|)⊥. Therefore:⋂
R∈Π
(´|B[R/X ]|)V⊥ ⊆
⋂
R∈Π
(´|B[R/X ]|)⊥
and by basic property of the orthogonal, one has |∃X B|
generated by
⋃
R∈Π (´|B[R/X ]|)V, which is a set of values.
Corollary 39. Let A be a closed formula and c ∈ C with
FV (c) = {κ} where κ is a variable of the same polarity as
A. If for all V ∈ |A|V, one has c [V/κ] ∈‚, then µκ.c  A⊥.
Proof. Direct application of lemma 35 and the generation
theorem.
Corollary 40 (Substitution). Let A a formula with FV (A)
of the form {X } and P a closed positive formula. |P|V is a
parameter and one has:
|A[P/X ]|= A|P|VX
Proof. By induction on the size of A. Key cases are for A an
atom. If A= X , then
A|P|VX = |P|V = |P|V⊥⊥, and
similarly for A = X⊥. One concludes with the theorem of
generation.
H.3. Adequacy lemma
Theorem 41 (Adequacy Lemma, LKpol). Let c a com-
mand (respectively t a term) typable in LKpol, of type` Γ (resp. of type ` t : B | Γ) where Γ = κ1 :
A1, . . . ,κn : An. These formulae have X1, . . . , Xm as their
free variables. Let R1, . . . , Rm ∈ Π be parameters and
u1, . . . , un be closed terms. One writes
−→u iÀ−→κ i the sub-
stitution [u1/κ1, . . . , un/κn] and
h−→
R j
.−→
X j
i
the substitu-
tion [R1/X1, . . . , Rm/Xm]; one writes for all i ≤ n, A′i =
Ai
h−→
R j
.−→
X j
i
, which is closed. If u1  A′⊥1 , . . . , un  A′
⊥
n ,
then c
−→u iÀ−→κ i ∈ ‚ (resp. t −→u iÀ−→κ i  B′ where
B′ = B
h−→
R j
.−→
X j
i
).
Proof. By induction on the derivation of c and t. (Acti-
vation) ` µκ.c : B | Γ comes from c : (` κ : B | Γ).
This follows from the induction hypothesis and corollary
39. (Cut)


t
 t ′ : (` Γ,Γ′) comes from ` t : B | Γ
and from ` t ′ : B⊥ | Γ′, with Γ = ¦κ j : A j  j ≤ i©
and Γ′ =
¦
κ j : A j
 j > i© for a given 0 ≤ i ≤ n.
One has by induction hypothesis t
−→u j≤iÀ−→κ j≤i  B′
and t ′
−→u j>iÀ−→κ j>i  B′⊥. Since B⊥h−→R j.−→X ji =Bh−→R j.−→X ji⊥, one has 
t  t ′ −→u iÀ−→κ i ∈‚. (Weak-
ening, contraction) Trivial. (Tensor) ` (t, u) : B⊗ C | Γ,Γ′
comes from ` t : B | Γ and from ` u : C | Γ′. The re-
sult comes from |B′| × |C ′| ⊆ |B′ ⊗ C ′|. (Plus) Case sim-
ilar to the tensor. (Par) ` µ(κ,κ′).c : B &C | Γ comes
from c : (` κ : B,κ′ : C ,Γ). Let (V, V ′) ∈ |B′⊥|V × |C ′⊥|V.
One takes c′ = c
−→u iÀ−→κ i. One has c′ V, V ′κ,κ′ ∈‚
by induction hypothesis. Hence


(V, V ′)
µ(κ,κ′).c′ ∈
‚ by saturation. Hence µ(κ,κ′).c′ ∈ (|B′⊥| × |C ′⊥|)V⊥.
The latter is included in (|B′⊥| × |C ′⊥|)⊥ by the gener-
ation theorem and by lemma 38. (With) Case similar
to the par. (Extraction) ` {t} : ∃X B | Γ comes from
` t : B[P/X ] | Γ, with X distinct from X1, . . . , Xm. One
takes P ′ = P
h−→
R j
.−→
X j
i
. By the corollary of substitu-
tion 40, one has
B′ P ′X = B′ |P ′|VX. By induc-
tion hypothesis, one has t
−→u iÀ−→κ i  B′ P ′X. Hence
{t}−→u iÀ−→κ i ∈ ´ B′ |P ′|VX. Hence {t}−→u iÀ−→κ i ∃X B′. (Generalisation) ` µ{κ}.c : ∀X B | Γ comes from
c : (` κ : B | Γ), with X distinct from X1, . . . , Xm. By
a basic property of the orthogonal, one has |∀X B′| =⋂
R∈Π

´
B′ [R/X ]⊥. Let R ∈ Π and {V} ∈ ´B′ [R/X ]V.
One has

{V} µ{κ}.c′ → c′ [V/κ] ∈ ‚ by induction
hypothesis, hence µ{κ}.c′ ∈ ´ B′ [R/X ]V⊥. This is in-
cluded in

´
B′ [R/X ]⊥ by the generation theorem and
lemma 38. (1, ⊥ and >) Trivial.
Remark 42. The adequacy lemma holds if one substitutes
“LL” for “LKpol”. The proof shall then be extended with the
following:
Proof (Adequacy lemma, LL). (Dereliction) ` ¸ (t) :?B |
κ1 : A1, . . . ,κn : An comes from ` t : B | κ1 : A1, . . . ,κn : An.
One takes t ′ = t
−→u iÀ−→κ i. Let µ¸ (κ).c ∈ ! B′⊥. One
has by definition V ∈ |B′| ⇒ c [V/κ] ∈‚. If t ′ is a value,
then


µ¸ (κ).c
 ¸  t ′ → c t ′κ ∈ ‚ since by induc-
tion hypothesis t ′ ∈ |B′|, hence the result. Otherwise,
one has


µ¸ (κ).c
 ¸  t ′ → ¬t ′ µκ′.
µ¸ (κ).c  ¸  κ′¶
with µκ′.


µ¸ (κ).c
 ¸  κ′ ∈ B′⊥, hence the result with
t ′ ∈ |B′|. (Promotion) ` µ¸ (κ).c :!B | κ1 :?A1, . . . ,κn :
?An comes from c : (` κ : B,κ1 :?A1, . . . ,κn :?An).
One has by induction hypothesis, for each t ∈ |B′⊥|,
c
−→u iÀ−→κ i [t/κ] ∈ ‚. Hence µ¸ (κ).c −→u iÀ−→κ i ∈
!|B′|.
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